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Executive Summary

The Amino acid Derivative Reactivity Assay (ADRA) has been proposed as an in vitro
alternative, providing information on key event 1 (KE1) in the adverse outcome pathway for skin
sensitisation. The assay has several advantages in terms of technical performance and time
required compared to existing methods concerning KE1. The peer review panel (PRP) found the
Validation Management Team’s report presented the necessary information for an independent
review. Consequently, the PRP were able to conclude that the ADRA was well defined, with a
clear protocol and criteria for data interpretation. Both within and between laboratory
reproducibility information exceeded the pre-defined success criteria, and along with the
predictive capacity, were similar to, often better than, other recently validated methods.
Adequate performance standards were also detailed. Accordingly, the PRP concluded that the
ADRA validation has demonstrated that the method should be acceptable as part of an
integrated testing strategy for the predictive identification of skin sensitisation hazard.
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Background
For many years, chemicals with the capacity to induce contact allergy in humans, termed
skin sensitisers, have been identified by a variety of in vivo methods (reviewed in 1). However,
for animal welfare, ethical and scientific reasons there has been a desire to replace in vivo
methods with non-animal alternatives (2). To this end, a number of in silico, in chemico and in
vitro approaches have been developed (reviewed in 3 - 6). Several of these methods have
achieved formal validation approval and been translated into OECD Test Guidelines (detailed in
7 - 9). Nevertheless, any individual alternative method possesses a spectrum of advantages and
disadvantages, some characterised by the applicability domain, whilst others reflect aspects
such as time, cost and user friendliness. In addition, each method must be judged,
independently, in terms of its relevance and reliability via the process of validation
Against this background, the Japanese company Fujifilm undertook to address certain
limitations of one of the new in vitro methods, the Direct Peptide Reactivity Assay (DPRA) (OECD,
2015).
Fujifilm Corporation synthesized a pair of amino acid derivatives, N-(2-(1naphthyl)acetyl)-L-cysteine (NAC) and α-N-(2-(1-naphthyl)acetyl)-L-lysine (NAL), for use as
nucleophilic reagents in the Amino acid Derivative Reactivity Assay (ADRA) (10, 11). The use of
these reagents was described as offering, amongst other things, cost and accuracy benefits (see
below).
The PRP was assembled at the end of 2017 and met in March 2018 to review the detailed
report on the ADRA prepared by the Validation Management Team (VMT). Following the
commentary on this work by the PRP, the VMT clarified some minor details in the protocol and
made some small adjustments to their validation report. The PRP engaged in follow-up
telephone conference in June 2018. With the provision of all of the amended and updated
materials, including the final VMT report and final ADRA protocol (12), this PRP Validation Report
was prepared.

ADRA Test Method Definition
The PRP concluded that the ADRA has been fully described in the report of the Validation
Management Team (VMT) and in the associated detailed test protocol. The validation report
covers well the need for the assay in the current regulatory context. Furthermore, a clear
rationale for the assay has been given and helpfully includes reference to existing in vitro
methods and Adverse Outcome Pathway (AOP) for skin sensitization that have been validated
and adopted into OECD guidelines. The PRP agreed that the mechanistic basis of the method
and how it related to the skin-sensitization endpoint also was well described in the report.
The PRP agreed that, when used on its own, the regulatory application of this assay could
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contribute to hazard identification (sensitizer/non-sensitizer). However, follow-up work
suggests the assay could contribute also to potency categorization when used in integrated
approaches such as IATA.
The PRP agreed that this method is intended to contribute to the replacement of animal
usage for skin sensitization assessment and that when compared to other methods which
address the same key event in the AOP, it offers several potential advantages. These include
the application of more sensitive nucleophilic reagents that permit use of lower test
concentrations (and therefore reduce the chance of difficulties with hydrophobic materials),
limit precipitation and turbidity, reduce the risk of co-elution and enhance overall accuracy.
These advantages are more fully detailed in the VMT report.

Within Laboratory Reproducibility
The PRP noted that the studies which comprised both the within and the between laboratory
reproducibility were completed with the involvement of four participating laboratories, rather
than the usual three, which had the effect of increasing the quality and reliability of the
information.
With regard to within-laboratory reproducibility, the PRP recognized that the test results of
greater than a 97% average concordance and the reasons for the non-concordant results are
well described. The lowest concordance value was 90%, which still substantially exceeded the
target of 80% set for within-laboratory reproducibility. The PRP was surprised, however, that
Sumitomo was not instructed by the VMT to fill the gaps in its Phase I data set, where only 7 of
the 10 test chemicals were tested. However, it was accepted that the sole reason was time
constraints associated with the wish to ensure timely completion and progress of the validation
work package.
The PRP concluded that the ADRA demonstrated successful within laboratory reproducibility.

Transferability
The PRP noted that the technical transfer of the ADRA involved training of four laboratories
and assessment of 5 test substances (not blinded), adaptation/learning, and then an evaluation
of a further 10 substances in each of the participating laboratories prior to their approval to
participate in the subsequent validation work. The successful training and transfer is fully
documented in the VMT report.
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The PRP concluded that the transferability of the ADRA was properly documented and
successfully achieved.

Between Laboratory Reproducibility
With regard to between-laboratory reproducibility, the PRP recognized that the test results
gave 91.9% average concordance (based on an analysis of any 3 of the four participating
laboratories) and also that the reasons for the non-concordant results were well and
satisfactorily described. The lowest concordance value was 90%, which substantially exceeded
the target of 80% set for within-laboratory reproducibility.
The PRP requested that the VMT also calculate between laboratory reproducibility based on
four laboratories and add this information to the report as reference and to review all tables to
ensure accuracy. This has been done and shows that even with 4 laboratories, the performance
exceeded the target by a good margin.
The VMT report repeatedly compares ADRA results with those of DPRA, and the PRP
recognized that the ADRA results do exceed those of DPRA, which is an accepted OECD assay.
The PRP concluded that the ADRA demonstrated successful between laboratory
reproducibility.

Predictive Capacity
The PRP noted that an independent chemical selection committee selected and encoded all
chemicals used in the validation study, guided by those recommended by EURL/ECVAM and the
reference chemicals from OECD TG 429 (13). The chemicals selected covered an appropriate
range of potency and physicochemical characteristics.
Demonstration of a test method’s performance should be based on the testing of
representative, preferably coded, reference chemicals. The PRP concluded that the validation
study used an appropriate level of test chemical coding to ensure fully blinded evaluation. With
respect to predictive capacity, the PRP confirms that a suitable balance of known stronger,
weaker, and non-classified test chemicals was selected, with classifications generally reflecting
what is understood of the human health effects of those substances (where such information
was available). In addition, it is noted that these test chemicals largely comprise test chemicals
from the ECVAM validation study, with the majority differing from those used in initial method
development.
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However the PRP considered that, when judged on the basis of LLNA results, ADRA has a
level of predictive performance for the 40 test chemicals tested for within and between
laboratory reproducibility that is comparable to that of DPRA.

Applicability Domain
The PRP noted that the VMT report clearly delineated potential applicability limitations of
ADRA. However, metal allergens are already well defined, such that assay functionality in this
area is deemed not to be of any practical importance. Similarly, although the VMT noted
potential limitations with regard to pre- and pro-haptens, the PRP agreed with the conclusions
of Patlewicz and colleagues (14), that virtually all such materials appear to be correctly identified
by in vitro assays. The results presented in the VMT report with several pre-/pro-haptens are
consistent with this conclusion, the exception being resorcinol. However, the PRP is aware that
when tested in the absence of EDTA (and therefore in the presence of copper ions), resorcinol
yields positive results (10,11).
Although the VMT noted in the report the potential for co-elution problems, the PRP is
aware that the assay has been designed so that these are likely to occur with much lower
frequency compared to the DPRA.
Although the VMT has suggested in the report that the use of lysine and cysteine alone may
miss some sensitizers, the PRP noted that the nucleophilic sites in these amino acids are identical
to those of DPRA and is of the opinion that reactivity beyond these two amino acids is very
unlikely.
Finally, although the solubility of test substances can be a limitation for any test, the PRP
agreed that the requirement for much lower test concentrations in the ADRA is anticipated to
give this test a significant advantage.

Performance Standards
Whilst recognising that these would be discussed in more detail post-validation,
nevertheless, the PRP was of the view that the list of performance standard substances used in
the transferability training could be considered suitable. Note should be taken also of the
performance standard chemicals used for the DPRA. It was suggested also to the PRP that
performance standards could be developed as part of a performance-based test guideline
(PBTG) and that it would therefore be unnecessary to establish a set of substances specifically
for ADRA. However, the PRP concluded that it might be helpful for the VMT to elaborate a set
of performance standards which then may be used to inform the OECD process.
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The PRP suggested that the ten substances used as proficiency chemicals for DPRA could
also be adopted for ADRA.

Additional Comments
The PRP concluded that the validation study management and conduct met the criteria set
out in OECD GD 34 (15). The PRP concluded also that the study was conducted in the spirit of
good laboratory practice.
The PRP notes that during the conduct of the review, it was detailed how to gain access to
the full raw data files associated with the assay development/validation work. However, no
need to do this was identified during the review.
The PRP encouraged Fujifilm to resolve any doubts related to patent issues concerning the
assay as soon as possible.
Although the PRP understood why EDTA was incorporated for the validation study, there
remained a concern that reducing the low level of dimerization that occurs within 24 hours may
at the same time result in discrepancies with other test results from either DPRA or the “ADRA
without EDTA.” The data set of 82 chemicals presented in Appendix 11 indicated that a small
percentage of weak sensitizers become false negatives in the presence of EDTA. Consequently,
the PRP was grateful for the clarification from the VMT regarding the need for the use of EDTA
which is detailed in their report. The PRP also encouraged Fujifilm to publish a paper describing
an extended dataset based on the protocol in the final SOP (adding EDTA) (12) as soon as
possible.

The PRP is aware of the potential for use of differential reactivity between lysine and
cysteine as a means for the positive identification of potential respiratory sensitizers. Further
research and evaluation on this topic is encouraged.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The PRP concluded that the Amino acid Derivative Reactivity Assay validation has
demonstrated that this method should be acceptable as part of an integrated testing strategy
for the predictive identification of skin sensitisation hazard.
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